
Building a manual scavenging
free India



MISSION ROBOHOLE

#MissionRobohole is all for ending the demeaning practice 
Manual Scavenging from India by changing manholes to 
roboholes while making sanitation workers into Robotic 
operators. Thereby diligently redefine the Indian sanitation 
system.  

“LET’S CHANGE MANHOLES TO ROBOHOLES”



GENROBOTIC INNOVATIONS

Genrobotics, the leading Robotics company in India, primarily focusing on designing and development of Robotic solutions to address the most 
relevant social issues, headquartered in Trivandrum, Kerala. Developing tailor-made products and services have keen importance in a Nation’s 
prospering progression. It’s a great honor to be a part of India’s most prestigious initiatives “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and MakeInIndia”. Our 
innovation “Bandicoot”- manhole cleaning robot, has been making transformative changes in many sanitation workers who were daring 
themselves every time without thinking of the extremities hidden in the manholes and ensuring cleanliness to all. We are spearheading the 
perseverance to create, develop and implement systems of change that are beneficial to all sentient beings and to the environment- by triggering 
off the distressed elements on the people, fostering a better place to live.

“For a long time, Robots are on board to transform human lives, We Genrobotics inclined to think of ways to simplify life-risking situations,  amplify 
livelihood and bring the missing social space for Robots in our society. We are working on developing technologies ensuring safety to the ones who 
face the extremities, through human-friendly robotic solutions.” 

Team Genrobotics



The Bandicoot robots are now working over 14 states - including Uttar 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Punjab, Maharashtra, Andhra 
Pradesh, Assam, etc. The Voyage #missionrobohole and its benefits 
are yet to reach many corners and our journey is on. This beneficiary 
tool relieves man from the manhole cleaning process and eventually 
ends manual scavenging from the country for rooting a better life for 
all.

WIDELY RECOGNIZED AND PROMOTED BY



KEY FEATURES

DETAILS

Compatible manholes : All Standard Manholes
Removable Wastes : Hard Rocks, Sand, Silt, Sludge, Non-biodegradable Wastes, etc.
Diving Capacity : 10M (Customizable)
Lifting Capacity : 125 KG (per cycle)
Operating Power : Electric AC (220-240V)



On 2nd October 2018, The latest version Bandicoot 2.0 was launched in the presence of Hon'ble Prime minister of India, Shri. Narendra Modi and UN 
Secretary-General, Mr. Antonio Guterres in the International Sanitation convention held at Delhi. As it celebrates 2 years  for the mission of ending 
Manual Scavenging, it has brought still bringing several transformations in the community by allocating a  systematic way for sanitation in the country.

CELEBRATING 3 YEARS OF BANDICOOT 2.0 

BANDICOOT MEETS 9 OUT OF 17 SDG GOALS OF UN



Truly Honoured to receive, The Hindu BL Young Changemaker Award 
2020 for inventing the ‘Robotic Technology - Bandicoots to eliminate 
Manual Scavenging’ from the Hon'ble vice president of India - Sri. 
Venkaiah Naidu. The Vice President while appreciating the innovations 
and quoted  “ As young professionals, your commitment to using 
technology for social good is worth emulation by others”.

YOUNG CHANGEMAKER AWARD 2020

AMRUT TECHNOLOGY AWARD

AMRUT Tech Challenge Award by Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, 
Government of India on ‘Promising Innovative Solution for cleaning and 
maintenance of sewerage systems which eliminates the need for human 
entry’.



NATIONAL STARTUP AWARD 2020

Genrobotics won National Startup Award 2020 for inventing
Bandicoot robotic scavenger as an alternative to manual scavenging. 



The Bandicoot robots are now working over 14 states 
- including Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Punjab, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Assam, etc. 
The Voyage #missionrobohole and its benefits are yet 
to reach many corners and our journey is on. This 
beneficiary tool relieves man from the manhole 
cleaning process and eventually ends manual 
scavenging from the country for rooting a better life 
for all.

TRANSFORMING INDIA



RECENT UPDATES

SURAT (India's 2nd cleanest city)

"Flowers for new beginnings - transformative deeds"! 

While Launching Bandicoot Robot at Surat Municipal Corporation, Gujarat 
- have shared the words "From now onwards, Our Safai Karamcharis will be 
relieved from the dangers of cleaning gutters". It has become really a 
motivation to us on our mission robohole and its purpose of complete 
release from manual scavenging through the hands of cleaner workers, 
also uplift their lives by making them trained Bandicoot operators on the same.

INDORE (India's cleanest city for the fifth time in a row)

“ Indore” - India’s cleanest city switched to Robotic Scavenging

‘India’s cleanest city - Indore’ switched to Robotic scavenging for 
enabling zero-intervention with sewerage while cleaning the 
manholes. Indore is the very first municipal corporation of Madhya 
Pradesh using the Bandicoots for cleanliness and the safety of 
sanitation workers. With the great support of BPCL’S CSR, the launch 
and implementation of 5 units Bandicoot Robots successfully took 
place at the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti and sanitation program.



COIMBATORE SMARTCITY
"Green flag off to end manual scavenging from Tamil Nadu"- 
#missionRobohole

Genrobotics are now teamed up with Coimbatore city to deploy a 
society free from unsafe working conditions. The then Hon'ble 
Minister of Tamilnadu S.P. Velumani flagged off the launch of 5 units 
-Bandicoot robots to the smart city.  Tamil Nadu State authority is all 
the way ready to facilitate more Bandicoots for assistance in getting 
redemption from the two-decades-old demeaning practice manual 
scavenging, thereby bringing light on the lives of many. The Minister 
has quoted that “ In the next phase, 34 Bandicoot 2.0 modern 
machines are to be procured for 34 cities in Tamil Nadu, We continue 
to take action to eliminate the scourge of human waste disposal”.

ULHASNAGAR

Ulhasnagar has geared up to robotic scavenging

Ulhasnagar has geared up to robotic scavenging with Bandicoot to 
eradicate the unsafe practice of manual cleaning of the sewage holes. 
Ulhasnagar Municipal Corporation started using Bandicoot for as part 
of the #missionRobohole. The project was inaugurated by Hon. Minister 
of Urban Development and Public Works (SAU) and the Guardian 
Minister, Thane District Mr Eknath Shinde - along with the presence of 
Dr Dr Shrikant Eknath Shinde Member of Lok Sabha, Smt. Leelabai 
Aashan, Mayor Ulhasnagar, Dr Raja Dayanidhi IAS - commissioner 
Ulhasnagar municipal corporation



REHABILITATION PROGRAM

Our obligation towards innovating sophisticated robotic solutions which ultimately for the welfare of society is making transformations in the lives 
of many. So far Hundreds of manual scavengers went through our rehabilitation process and became Robotic operators, in for harmonizing the 
livelihoods, and thereby, poised to bring social mobility. 

Genrobotics is On a Mission to uphold the Lives of Safai karmacharis 
across the nation.

1070+ Manual scavengers Rehabilitated to Robotic operator
to clean the manholes from 14+ states 



USER FEEDBACK

“We always take every feedback as a constructive fuel for the innovations. The precious words emoted by our real heroes - Sanitation workers - it 

mean a lot to us. We consider it a laurel and make us do more. Remembers those genuine moments of happiness in theirs. With utmost gratitude 

towards our real heroes, sharing here some of those special moments.”

Sachin Anand Yadav (Sanitation worker Mumbai, India) : "The Bandicoot has made a big difference, making life that 
much easier. It is very easy to operate the robot machine. I was initially doubtful whether I would able to master 
the controls. But after training, I find it very easy.”

Sajan Kumar (Sanitation worker from Punjab, India) : "Bandicoot's camera shows me where the manhole sewer 
lines are blocked and helps me remove the blockage. The robot has made a world of difference to me."

Lingam (Sanitation worker from Thanjavur, India) : “Bandicoot is far better than a man entering the hole. It is easily 
accessible as well as pretty good to operate effortlessly. It is very easy to do this job now, the Robo machine itself 
captures the inside of manhole conditions, and no more need for man to enter the pit for cleaning. Now We can 
see inside the manhole without making an entry into it.”



LET’S CHANGE MANHOLES TO
ROBOHOLES



WIDELY RECOGNIZED BY MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS,
SWACHH SURVESHAN, SWACHH BHARAT URBAN, SMART CITIES MISSION



AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Received prestigious Infosys Aarohan Social Innovation Award from 
Mrs.Sudha Murthy Chairperson, Infosys Foundation with Nandan Nilekani, 
Chairman of Infosys.

INFOSYS AAROHAN SOCIAL INNOVATION AWARD

ASIA INSPIRATION AWARD

Receiving Asia Inspiration 
Award 2018 from Mr. Ahmed 
Mahloof, Hon'ble Minister of 
Youth, Sports & Community 
Empowerment, Government 
of Maldives at South Asian 
Youth Summit, Sri Lanka.

ANJANI MASHELKAR INCLUSIVE INNOVATION AWARD

The Anjani Mashelkar Inclusive Innovation Award under the aegis of 
Anjani Mashelkar Foundation. The award received from the hands 
of Dr. R.A. Mashelkar in the inaugural session of the National Social 
Innovation Conference held at Pune International Centre.

Received the award for 
the Best corporate 
Initiative in the 
sanitation sector for 
introducing a complete 
solution for manhole 
cleaning, during the 
sanitation conclave 

BEST CORPORATE INITIATIVE AWARD

conducted at New Delhi by the India sanitation coalition and FICCI.



We were honored to receive the Best Startup Incubate Award by DST ISBA, in 
association with the Department of Science and Technology from the Hon'ble 
Governor of Kerala Shri. P Sathasivam.

BEST START-UP INCUBATE AWARD BY DST ISBA

Genrobotics became one of the best 10 start-ups in India, selected by 
LevelNxt, India’s most comprehensive scale-up program to recognize and 
nurture high-growth scale-ups ready to make #The NEXT big transition.

LEVEL NXT AWARD FOR THE BEST STARTUP

Honored with the most prestigious Ananda Vikatan Nambikkai 
Award for the invention of Bandicoot and its services to the 
society in the presence of Hon'ble Shri K. Shanmugam IAS (Chief 
Secretary | Govt of Tamilnadu), Shri C.K.Ranganathan 
(Founder-Chairman | CavinKare) and Shri Srinivasan B (Managing 
Director | Ananda Vikatan).

Fastest Growing Indian Company Excellence Award 2018 by 
Intenational Achievers Conference at Bangkok, Thailand

FASTEST GROWING INDIAN COMPANY EXCELLENCE AWARD

ANANDA VIKATAN NAMBIKKAI AWARD



RECOGNISED BY

OUR PARTNERS

Department of Sciences
& Technology Government
of India

WINNER

Department of Commerce
Ministry of Commerce
& Industry Government
of India





@GenRobotic

@genroboticinnovations /genrobotics/genrobotics.org

Sales zone : +91 9074558552, +91 8590009044 | Career zone : +91 9074558553
Email us at : info@genrobotics.org

Genrobotic Innovations Pvt Ltd, Robotics and AI Research Centre, 4th floor, Cdac-Knowledge resource centre building, 
Technopark campus, Kazhakootam, Thiruvananthapuram district, Kerala, India, Pin: 695581


